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Abstract—Vehicular Ad hoc Network in a highway is composed
of high speed vehicles or nodes which induce fast topology
changes in their configuration. In order to solve the connectivity and scalability problems of VANETs, we introduce the
architecture of a Vehicular hybrid ad hoc network (VHANET).
Using some routing protocol extensions, the VHANET allows
ad hoc islands to be interconnected among each other using
a infrastructure network. Our simulation results show that the
performances, compared to a flat network, are greatly enhanced.
In addition, we study a nearly optimal AP density for the use of
our architecture.

I. V EHICULAR A D H OC N ETWORKS AND ROUTING
Vehicular Network is a new capability for drivers to enhance
safety on roads and then, to provide Internet access services.
Vehicular Networks can be formed either by deployment of
a telecommunication network infrastructure or by using Ad
Hoc communications between vehicles. In the first case, some
access points are distributed along the road, each one connected to other through a wired network allowing the vehicles
to connect to the AP (Access Point). The main drawbacks of
a complete road coverage are prohibitive costs and inefficient
use in case of light traffic. On the other hand, a Vehicular
Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is a special kind of Mobile
Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET), where vehicles equipped with
wireless devices constitute a network without any additional
infrastructure.
In VANET [1], the vehicles act both as hosts and routers,
being either packets source, destination or forwarder. VANET
networks can be used for two kinds of applications: safety
applications like alert diffusion, road foreseen, and user oriented applications like Internet access, VoIP, file transfers or
advertising services. Both types of applications have different
constraints in terms of delay, bandwidth and reliability. For
user oriented applications, data rate will usually be greater
than for safety applications. Safety applications are mainly
interested with reliability and delay guarantee. Moreover,
we consider safety and user-oriented applications which use
unicast communications. For these unicast communications, a
routing protocol is required. MANET routing protocols were
designed to establish paths even with a dynamic network topology. With VANET, the difficulty comes from the nodes high
mobility because the paths have to be more often established
and a lot of signaling messages are broadcasted. The second

problem comes from the convergence delay which has to be
less than the topology change interval in order to achieve an
accurate routing process.
For these main reasons, several studies have shown that
it is not reasonable to use a proactive routing protocol for
VANET where the vehicles speed implies a highly dynamic
topology. In contrast, either reactive or geographical protocols
are more robust to frequent topology changes. Particular
routing techniques are thus studied for the VANET [1], [2]
but other studies has demonstrated that DSR (Dynamic Source
Routing, a reactive ad hoc protocol [3]) operates as well in a
VANET [4].
To find a route, a reactive protocol broadcasts a RouteRequest message in the network. To avoid a network saturation, the hop number is limited to the maximum value of a
Time To Live (TTL) parameter defined for the RouteRequest.
When a network is very large, a node can not search the
farthest nodes due to the limited value of TTL. It means that
ad hoc reactive protocols are not truly scalable.
Geographic ad hoc routing protocols are also used for
VANET. In a near future, most of the vehicles will be equipped
with a positioning system such as GPS (Global Positioning
System). VANET protocols can take advantage of geographical
information like the destination position, avoiding thus path
maintaining or routing table. But when a vehicle sends packets,
the destination node position must be known. This is made
with a location protocol which has to be efficient in order
to preserve the inherent scalability of geographic routing
protocols. The basic flooding-based approach [5] consists in
broadcasting a position request through the entire network
and generates a lot of signaling messages as each node
receiving this request, forwards it until the destination node
sends the response upon delivery. Obviously, this method is
not scalable and produces a high overhead. Except flooding
approach, another approach uses a rendez-vous mechanism.
In rendezvous-based protocols, all nodes (potential senders or
receivers) in the network agree upon a mapping that maps
each nodes unique identifier to location servers. They will
be the rendezvous nodes where periodical location updates
will be stored and location queries will be looked up. As
an example, GHLS (Geographic Hashing Location Service)
protocol [5] uses location servers which register the position

In this paper, we introduce the architecture of a Vehicular
hybrid ad hoc network (VHANET). To manage both mobility
and routing in VHANET, we use the reactive routing protocol
DSR. Next section is dedicated to DSR extensions we are
introducing to adapt it to a VHANET context and to overcome
its scalability problems. In third section, we present simulation
results to compare a flat network with our hybrid network.
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of several nodes. As soon as a node has moved, an update
is processed: the new position is sent to its server. When
a node is seeking another node position, it sends a request
to the server which responds to it with the appropriated
information. A hashing function is used to determine the server
position. This function computes a geographic position with
the ID destination node. The server is the closest node to
this position. Thus, only the node between the sender and
the server forwards the request and only the node between the
destination and the server forwards the update message. As a
consequence, the updating and searching overhead is reduced.
Other scalable location protocols have been introduced: LAR
(Location-Aided Routing) [6] , DREAM (A Distance Routing
Effect Algorithm for Mobility) [7] or GLS (Grid Location
Service) [8]. Sometimes, routing and location protocols are
performed together, like in LAR or DREAM.
It is interesting to take advantage of our particular considered topology: MANET on a highway. With this line topology,
a geographic routing protocol using the CBF (ContentionBased Forwarding) optimization [9] will operate at best. With
a rendez-vous protocol and CBF improvement, only one node
by area of coverage forwards the request (Fig. 1). Without
this improvement, all nodes in the coverage area forward the
request and the overhead increases with the vehicles density.
A common feature among geographic and reactive topological protocols is that they process the request (either to find
a route or a position) as same, just before sending the data
packets. However, reactive protocol does not allow a global
optimization as we have seen for the geographic protocols
with the optimized location protocol.
In ad hoc networking, a major problem is the scalability.
Scalability and other performance aspects of ad hoc networking have been studied via simulation (e.g. [10], [11], [12]) or
via theoretical analysis (e.g. [13], [14]).
In the case of a highway, we have a line topology and
the scalability problem is not resolved neither with reactive
protocols nor geographic protocols. At best, with a geographic
protocol using the CBF improvement, the overhead is proportional to the highway length. In addition, the line topology
of highway limits the spatial frequency reuse. Without spatial
reuse possibility, a solution for scalability problem is a hybrid
ad hoc network.

As described above, geographic routing protocol has the
same scalability impairment as the reactive routing protocol in
a highway topology. We are interested here to extend a reactive
ad hoc protocol for our VHANET architecture in order to make
it more effective and scalable. Several extensions of reactive
protocols have been proposed for the hybrid ad hoc network.
AODV+ [15] is an extension of AODV [16] for hybrid ad hoc
network. This extension is an implementation for NS2 [17] of
global connectivity for mobile ad hoc networks described in
the IETF draft [18]. The first extension of DSR [3] for hybrid
ad hoc network have been proposed in [19]. This extension
provides to use several interfaces, i.e. wired and wireless, with
DSR. A draft of IETF DYMO [20] has also been proposed a
new version of DSR. In this draft, a similar method of the
global connectivity for mobile ad hoc networks is developed to
discover the closest gateway. However, all proposed protocols
cited above are only dealing with Internet access and not,
with true hybrid network. In the other hand, several vehicular
hybrid ad hoc networks have been proposed (e.g. [21]), but
the studies are also limited to Internet access. In our work,
we are interesting in providing a total connectivity between
the vehicles (i.e. node) using hybrid architecture and DSR
extensions. Thus, our scalability proposals are based on both
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
communications. After introducing the VHANET architecture,
we will describe our reactive routing protocol extensions.
B. Architecture of VHANET
As stated in introduction, a pure ad hoc system may be
fragmented into several ad hoc networks due to the clustering
of cars, or due to the limited TTL. The Vehicular Hybrid
ad hoc architecture is a way to overcome this connectivity
problem. From a monetary point of view, this architecture
allows to cover wide area with low nodes density and provides
higher throughput than present cellular network like a UMTS
network.
In such architecture, the mobile nodes can communicate
with each other, like in ad hoc communications, or with
an Access Point (AP). As APs are also connected together,
we talk about an infrastructure network or backbone. This
infrastructure network can be connected to the Internet within
a gateway. As we are interested in VANET for highways, each
AP is situated along the road and covers a partial highway area.
The figure 2 shows an example of such an architecture. The
link between the APs is fixed and can be wireless or wired.

Fig. 2.

Our architecture : highway with access points

Each node in an ad hoc island can access to an AP which is
connected to all the other APs.
This architecture can be viewed as a particular Mesh system
where the routers or APs are connected together within an
unidimensional graph. To overcome the mobility problems, we
use the same principle as in Mesh network, based on a single
routing protocol both for the fixed part and for the wireless
mobile one. It means that when a node is moving, the routing
paths are updated, instead of using a mobility management
protocol. The path from the nodes to the AP can be indirect,
i.e., having several nodes like in an ad hoc network (multihop
path). The introduction of APs in VANET introduces new
problems to deal with.
C. Introducing Mechanims of VHANET
In this part, we are introducing the main features of a hybrid
ad hoc network. Here, we use also a double interface node (the
AP) to connect ad hoc nodes on one hand and the other APs
on the other hand; nodes and AP being managed in the same
way.
One of the first extensions we provide to hybrid ad hoc
network consists of the nearest AP discovery process [22];
the nearest AP being reached using one or several hops.
Conversely, the APs must know the path to each accessible
node; this is performed using a node registration process. As
an AP manages an ad hoc island using node registration, when
the node goes to another ad hoc island, the mobile node has
to execute handover from initial island to the other.
AP Discovery: Our main objective is to design a system
which is scalable and which improves the network connectivity. In our mesh architecture, fast mobile nodes will quickly
change of AP attachment and have to learn the path to
their new AP as fast as possible. Instead of using normal
routing process to access the nearest AP, we provide an AP
discovery process. AP discovery can be performed using AP
advertisement messages periodically broadcasted in clusters.
Thus, a node maintains a list of accessible APs, selects the
best AP and sends to it a registration request. If the path
to the AP is broken or a better AP is discovered, the node
must change its AP and initiates a handover. As for Gateway

Discovery [23], AP discovery can be performed either by a
reactive or by a proactive process :
• Reactive discovery: each time a node wants to access
the AP, it broadcasts a message throughout the MANET
soliciting a connection to the AP.
• Proactive discovery: every APs periodically broadcast an
AP advertisement throughout their ad hoc island.
Handover Management: In our hybrid ad hoc network, the
handover is driven by terminals because they are registering
to the new AP. However, choosing the best AP is difficult
because each candidate AP can be accessed by several paths.
The nodes maintain a list of paths to all reachable APs. This
list is updated when a new AP advertisement is received.
In cellular systems, the nodes trigger handover whenever
the signal becomes too low to reach their current base station.
It allows to react before the route failure. In VHANET, mobile
nodes can not sense the radio channel of the AP because the
path to AP can go through several nodes. As a consequence,
the connection failure is detected on receiving the RouteError
routing message when the node attempts to send a packet to
an AP. In this case, the node has to register again to some AP
or to the best AP in the list. Thus, in hybrid ad hoc network,
a mobile node does not identify an AP by it’s ID (IP address,
MAC address or other ID), but it is identified with the path to
the AP. The node’s AP entry key is then a path to the AP.
TTL value of Route or Position Request: In reactive ad
hoc protocols, the route discovery is performed using a route
request message sent by the source. In geographic ad hoc
protocols, the position of destination is known using a location
request. The resulted path or position can be sent by a node
in the same island or indirectly through the current AP. In
the latter case, the AP sends the reply message instead of the
destination or location server. A node is directly reachable
if the hop count to this node is lower than the TTL value of
request message. Whereas in DSR, the value of TTL parameter
in RREQ messages is fixed to a default value, in VHANET, we
are adjusting the TTL of AP advertisement message depending
on the density of APs in the backbone. This feature allows the
protocol to be scalable to the network size.
We have simulated these extensions added to a reactive
protocol, DSR, to compare performance criteria of a flat
network with those of a basic reactive protocol.
III. S IMULATION S CENARIOS AND N UMERICAL R ESULTS
A vehicular traffic simulator have been developed to represent faithfully the traffic of vehicles. In the literature, several
simulators have been designed for the simulation of a street
context where others are dedicated to represent highway or
grid city model [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]. As, we
consider a unidirectional highway, we have developed our own
vehicular traffic simulator to represent node movements in a
realistic way. It is based on a micromobility model [30] and
consists for each vehicle in emulating the individual driver
behaviors. On a highway, the driver is confined to accelerate,
brake or change lanes. We assume that there is no on-ramp on
our section of highway. A desired speed is associated to each
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TABLE I
F IXED SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Overhead versus Road Length
0.45
Flat network
Hybrid network with proactive discovery
Hybrid network with reactive discovery
0.4

0.35
Overhead

ApAdv Hello interval
APAdv interval
APEntry timeout
Transport layer
Bitrate
Wireless Bandwith
Wired Bandwith
Radio range
Simulation time

0.3

0.25

0.2

vehicle which corresponds to the speed that the driver would
have reached if he had been alone on its lane. If the driver is
alone, he adapts its acceleration to reach its desired speed (free
flow regime). If it is not alone, he adapts its acceleration to the
vehicle just in front of him (car following regime). He can also
change lanes if the other lane traffic conditions seem better.
All these decisions are function of the environment of the
vehicles (speed and distance) and random variables are used
to introduce a different behavior for each car. Our simulator
does not generate trace, but is a module for Jist/Swans[31], the
network simulator we use for protocols simulation. We use the
IEEE 802.11 MAC interface module of Swans and we have
developped the code for DSR extended protocol.

B. Numerical Results
Overhead : The overhead is defined as the number of
signaling packets (used for advertisement, discovery and registration) over the total number of sent packets. We have
estimated the overhead depending on the road length (Fig. 3)
and the traffic density (Fig. 6). As a consequence of its lack
of scalability, in a flat network overhead grows linearly while
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To show the improvements of our solution and its properties,
we have considered and compared three architectures: original
DSR protocol in a flat network, hybrid ad hoc network either
with proactive AP discovery or with reactive AP discovery. In order to evaluate the scalability of a hybrid ad hoc
protocol, the overhead, delay and throughput criteria have
been analyzed under several road lengths. Basic scenario
consists of vehicles driving on a highway whereas traffic and
communication scenarios are the following: several pairs of
nodes communicate with each other. Only one pair of nodes
communicates per kilometer; if the road length is 20 km long,
20 pairs of nodes are communicating at the same time. Several
parameters have been determined in the first calibration phase
for best performance which are then fixed for later simulations.
See table I. The default traffic density value is fixed to 8
vehicles per km per lane. In order to evaluate the behaviour
of our solution and its scalability propertie, we vary several
parameters which are involved in load: number of APs, length
of road, number of communicating nodes pairs and traffic
density per km.
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in a hybrid ad hoc network, overhead is quite constant (Fig.
3) or is decreasing (Fig. 6).
Delay: The delay consists of the elapsed time between the
request sending and its received response. For the flat network,
the delay increaser linearily with the network size (Fig. 5),
whereas in VHANET, the delays have the same behavior for
both proactive and reactive AP discovery protocols.
Throughput : In contrast, the throughput is better for a
flat network than for the VHANET (Fig. 4). Indeed, when a
vehicle changes of AP, the link is broken in the VHANET. In
this case, the delay takes into account the failure detection time
(RouteError receiving) and the re-register delay. This delay is
called a handover blackout time.
During this handover execution, the data packets are lost,
so the global throughput is altered. Micro-mobility protocols
provide some methods to avoid handoff packet losses, as in
[32], [33], [34], [35]. A link break prediction and a forwarding
of the undelivered packets to the new AP allow to reduce the
number of lost packets. A similar method would achieve a
better throughput in our protocol.
Scalability result : A network protocol is scalable if the
overhead does not increase with the network size. In a flat
network, the route request or the position request are broadcasted to the whole network. Thus in a highway network, as
the forwarder nodes number, the overhead increase linearly
regards to the network size. In a hybrid network, the AP
provides a server for the location or path information to a
node. The request is not sent to all the network, but just in its
ad hoc island. With a good number of APs, the overhead can
be minimized. In next section, we are studying the optimal
number of APs
Connectivity Improvement: To show the connectivity improvement and the optimal access point density, overhead and
delay are evaluated function of road traffic density, i.e. the
number of vehicles per km and per lane. We use several
sets of access points. The road length is fixed to 10 km, and
full coverage is reached with 20 APs. Here, we use proactive
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AP discovery. In this simulation, DSR protocol is evaluated
with a flat network to show the advantages of hybrid ad hoc
architecture. The overhead is low with a flat network for
low vehicle densities, see figure 6, and increases for higher
density. Consequently, we obtain the best performance for the
throughput. As exposed in figure 7, when the infrastructure is
composed of more than 5 APs, the throughput is always higher
for a hybrid network than for a flat network. For small vehicle
densities, the compromised value is 10 APs i.e. one AP per
km. Above 8 vehicles per km and per lane, a hybrid ad hoc
network does not improve the performance due to overhead
increase.
Finally, the results show that the overhead is improved with
an optimal number of APs and the overhead is lower with a
hybrid network than with a flat network.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a Vehicular Hybrid Ad hoc
Network similar to a mesh network architecture. The network
is composed of two types of node: the APs and the mobile
node. In VHANET, APs are connected together using a fixed
wired infrastructure network along the highway. The mobile
node communicate among each other in an ad-hoc manner
or through the APs network. One motivation of this hybrid
architecture is the poor connectivity of Vehicular Ad Hoc
network due to the vehicles traffic density and to the high
speed of vehicles. As in a Mesh network, VHANET does not
use mobility management protocol but uses an Ad hoc routing
protocol. Due to the complexity of proactive routing protocols,
influenced by the number of nodes and edges, these protocols
do not operate well in a highly dynamic MANET. Thus, for
VHANET, we are interested in both geographic and reactive
routing protocols which operate well with high mobility and
process similarily their requests either to find the route to
destination or the destination position. Unfortunately, in a
highway network, both methods suffer of the same drawback:
its lack of scalability. This drawback generally leads to limit

the network size. Our first motivation was then to improve the
scalability of protocols for VHANET. We choose to extend
DSR routing protocol with new capabilities: AP discovery, AP
registration and Handover management, adjusted TTL value
for RouteRequest. Using traffic and protocol simulations, we
compare our VHANET solution to a flat network in terms of
overhead, delay and throughput criteria under several values
of road lengths or traffic densities. Our results exhibit that the
overhead is not sensitive to network size increase in contrast
with the flat network. Moreover, performance are better for
the VHANET than for a flat network, except for throughput
because in VHANET, the handovers are not seamless. We
have also searched the optimal value of the number of APs
and given some clues. This study will be further continued
using a more formal analysis. Our further work will consist in
comparing extending DSR to a geographic routing protocol.
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